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Abstract
The generalized internal/external frame of reference (GI/E) model assumes social and dimensional achievement com-
parisons to form self-perceptions. These domain-specific comparisons have been shown to shape two facets of test anxiety 
(i.e., worry and emotionality) both directly and indirectly through academic self-concepts. However, examinations of such 
domain-specific relations have rarely integrated general components, although the hierarchical nature of both test anxiety 
and academic self-concept is well-known. Thus, the present study implemented a nested factor modeling approach. We 
examined social and dimensional comparison effects on worry and emotionality as well as mediation effects of academic 
self-concepts in the math and verbal domains while controlling for general components. We contrasted this approach with 
the conventionally used first-order factor model where general components were not considered. Data from N = 348 German 
secondary school students (Mage = 15.3 years, Grades 9–10) were analyzed using structural equation models. Direct negative 
within-domain and positive cross-domain achievement-anxiety relations emerged, yet, the pattern of cross-domain relations 
changed across modeling approaches. Only the nested factor model showed indirect cross-domain mediation relations. Our 
findings suggest the importance of structural representations of hierarchical constructs. The nested factor model approach 
enhanced predictions within the GI/E model, particularly those related to dimensional comparisons.

Keywords Test anxiety · Worry · Emotionality · Structural equation modeling · Nested factor model · Generalized internal/
external frame of reference model

Introduction

Test anxiety (TA) comprises a set of detrimental reactions 
to potential failure in evaluative situations (Zeidner, 1998). 
Such reactions can ultimately lead to severe educational 
disadvantages (Zeidner, 2020). Major research efforts have 
been devoted to predicting TA with the goal of prevent-
ing this experience and creating effective interventions 

(von der Embse et  al., 2013). To predict TA, domain-
specific achievement-based comparison processes can be 
drawn on (Arens et al., 2017; Marsh, 1988; Schilling et al., 
2005; Streblow, 2004). Using the internal/external frame 
of reference (I/E) model, social (e.g., “How good am I in 
math compared with my classmates?”) and dimensional 
(e.g., “How good am I in math compared with German?”) 
comparison processes were postulated to shape the forma-
tion of the domain-specific academic self-concept (ASC; 
Marsh, 1986). ASC is typically defined as students’ self-
perceptions of their own competence (Marsh & Craven, 
2006). In extending the I/E model to the generalized I/E 
(GI/E) model (Möller et al., 2016), TA was included as an 
outcome variable. Generalizing results from ASC research 
to TA research is facilitated on the basis of a link between 
the two constructs that comprises causality (i.e., ASC as 
determinant of TA; Marsh, 1988; see also Schilling et al., 
2005) and structural similarities (i.e., hierarchical structure 
with general component at the apex; Gogol et al., 2016).
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Domain-specificity plays a pivotal role in these social and 
dimensional comparison processes within the GI/E model. 
Regarding TA, however, general (e.g., Cassady & Johnson, 
2002) and domain-specific (e.g., Sparfeldt et  al., 2005) 
approaches seem to coexist in parallel. These are rarely 
combined, even though the consideration of general TA can 
alter domain-specific achievement-anxiety relations (Devine 
et al., 2012). Methodologically, the consideration of a hier-
archical general factor can be achieved with a nested factor 
(NF) model (Gogol et al., 2017; Gogol et al., 2016, for ASC 
see also Arens et al., 2021; Brunner et al., 2009; Brunner 
et al., 2010). In this model, general variance is distinguished 
from domain-specific variance, which seems suitable with 
regard to the domain-specific processes that the GI/E model 
examines.

The overarching objective of the present study is there-
fore the application of the NF model within the GI/E frame-
work. Specifically, domain-specific social and dimensional 
comparison processes regarding the TA facets (i.e., worry 
and emotionality) in the math and verbal domains are inves-
tigated, while controlling for general TA. In doing so, we 
examined both direct achievement-anxiety paths and indirect 
mediation paths through the ASC while controlling for gen-
eral ASC. To illustrate differences between this model and 
the conventional choice of modeling strategy, we contrasted 
our NF model against a first-order factor (FOF) model in 
which general components were not considered and general 
variance was subsumed in domain-specific components. To 
achieve this, we first give an overview on the structure of 
TA and reiterate theoretical and empirical considerations for 
the inclusion of TA (facets) as outcome in the GI/E model, 
before introducing the NF model and proposing its appli-
cation in investigating social and dimensional comparison 
effects in the GI/E model.

The Structure of Test Anxiety (TA)

Exam- or test-related concerns about failure or negative 
consequences can be seen in a set of detrimental phenome-
nological, physiological, and behavioral responses denoted 
as TA (Zeidner, 1998). TA is of high interest to research-
ers and practitioners due to its detrimental associations 
with academic achievement (Barroso et al., 2021; Hem-
bree, 1988; von der Embse et al., 2018), and subjective 
well-being (Steinmayr et al., 2016). In the light of these 
relations, efforts have been directed towards investigat-
ing TA to enhance the understanding of its structure and 
antecedents.

Multidimensionality

In general, multidimensionality can be conceived with 
regard to different aspects, for instance, multidimensional-
ity in terms of domain-specificity and multidimensionality 
in terms of different construct components or facets (Arens 
et al., 2011). Multidimensionality in terms of domain-spec-
ificity is discussed in detail in the paragraph on TA’s hierar-
chy (see Section Hierarchy: Domain-Specificity and Gener-
ality), contrasting domain-specific and general approaches 
to TA. Here, we discuss multidimensionality in terms of 
different construct facets. Liebert and Morris (1967) identi-
fied two fundamental facets of TA, worry and emotionality. 
To date, there is a wide agreement on these two facets (e.g., 
Zeidner, 2020). Worry as the cognitive facet encompasses 
negative self-talk and failure-focused expectations or cogni-
tions and generally shows stronger negative relations with 
academic achievement (e.g., Hembree, 1988; Steinmayr 
et al., 2016; von der Embse et al., 2018). Emotionality refers 
to perceived autonomic hyperarousal (e.g., rapid heartbeat 
or sweating) or feelings of nervousness (Morris et al., 1981). 
Worry and emotionality tend to be moderately correlated 
with each other but are conceptualized as two separate TA 
dimensions that respond to different stimuli in evaluative 
situations (Morris et al., 1981). This two-dimensional facet 
distinction has received consistent empirical support (e.g., 
Gogol et al., 2017; Hembree, 1988; Sparfeldt et al., 2013).

Hierarchy: Domain‑Specificity and Generality

Multidimensionality in terms of domain-specificity has been 
investigated in TA, where both general approaches, assessing 
TA with regard to test situations in general (e.g., Cassady & 
Johnson, 2002) and domain-specific approaches, assessing TA 
with regard to specific domains or subjects (e.g., Sparfeldt 
et al., 2005) are present in the literature. Without discounting 
the general nature of TA, the importance of considering differ-
ent anxiety contexts has been emphasized throughout, visible 
in the conceptualization of TA as a situation-specific or con-
textualized personality trait (see Zeidner, 2020). Accordingly, 
distinct domain (i.e., school subject) factors need to be con-
sidered in both TA facets, worry and emotionality (Sparfeldt 
et al., 2005). Yet, employing distinct domain-specific factors 
only (i.e., not considering general manifestations) cannot ade-
quately represent the hierarchical structure of TA. Pointing out 
the importance of considering general and domain-specific 
manifestations simultaneously, Devine et al. (2012) reported 
changes in the pattern of results in achievement-anxiety rela-
tions when controlling for general anxiety levels.
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The Link between TA and ASC

Some of these construct characteristics (i.e., multidimen-
sionality, domain-specificity, generality, hierarchy) apply 
not only to TA (i.e., phenomenological, physiological, and 
behavioral reactions associated with possible failure in tests 
or other evaluative situations; Zeidner, 1998), but also ASC 
(i.e., students’ self-perceptions of their own competence; 
Marsh & Craven, 2006)—a key determinant of student 
achievement (Möller et al., 2020). The link between TA and 
ASC is discussed with regard to (a) structural similarities 
between TA and ASC, (b) causal relations between TA and 
ASC, and (c) the transfer of ASC to TA research. Similar 
to TA, (a) the structure of ASC has been subject to inves-
tigation (e.g., Brunner et al., 2010, for an overview of dif-
ferent structural models and their implications see Arens 
et al., 2021). Some recent works have placed emphasis on 
structural similarities of TA and ASC: Specifically, both 
constructs were paralleled with regard to their domain-spe-
cific structure with a general component at the apex of the 
hierarchy (Gogol et al., 2017; Gogol et al., 2016).1 Further, 
(b) a causal link between TA and ASC has been discussed 
with ASC as predictor of TA (i.e., low [high] ASC leading 
to higher [lower] TA in the same domain; Marsh, 1988). 
Empirical evidence for negative relations between ASC and 
TA has repeatedly been reported (Ahmed et al., 2012; Gogol 
et al., 2017; von der Embse et al., 2018). Despite presumed 
reciprocal relations between ASC and TA, the effect of ASC 
on TA seems to be more crucial (Schilling et al., 2005). Cor-
respondingly, achievement-TA relations have been shown 
to be mediated through ASC (Arens et al., 2017; Schilling 
et al., 2005). Finally, (c) on the basis of a causal relation-
ship between TA and ASC, Marsh (1988) first suggested 
a possible application of ASC research-derived results to 
TA: “If self-concept is a causal determinant of anxiety, then 
processes affecting self-concept should also affect anxiety” 
(p. 139). In particular, this has been done with regard to the 
GI/E model.

The Generalized Iinternal/Eexternal Frame 
of Reference (GI/E) Model

The observation that math and verbal ASCs were nearly 
uncorrelated despite the substantial correlations of math 
and verbal achievement indicators led to the development 
of the I/E model that aimed to explain the formation of 
ASCs through achievement-based social and dimensional 

comparison processes (Marsh, 1986). The I/E model was 
later extended to the so-called the GI/E model (Möller 
et al., 2016) such that constructs other than ASC (i.e., in 
our case TA) could be considered as outcome variables of 
these comparisons. Within the GI/E model, where mul-
tiple domains are considered, the social and dimensional 
comparisons show in the direct within and cross-domain 
paths.

Direct Paths: Social and Dimensional Comparisons

When engaging in social comparisons, students draw on an 
external frame of reference and compare their achievement 
in one domain with relevant others’ achievements in the 
same domain (Möller et al., 2016). Social comparison effects 
thereby appear as negative within-domain achievement-
anxiety relations (e.g., higher math achievement is related 
to lower math TA; Arens et al., 2017). Dimensional com-
parisons require an internal frame of reference as students 
compare their own achievements across domains (Möller & 
Marsh, 2013; Möller et al., 2016). Dimensional comparison 
effects appear as positive cross-domain achievement-anxiety 
relations (e.g., higher math achievement is related to higher 
German TA; Arens et al., 2017).

With regard to the ASC, empirical support for GI/E-
hypothesized comparison processes is ample (see meta-
analysis by Möller et al., 2020). With regard to TA, evidence 
for GI/E-hypothesized social comparison effects on worry 
and emotionality has been consistent, whereas evidence for 
dimensional comparison effects has been tied to math but 
not verbal TA (Arens et al., 2017; Schilling et al., 2005). 
In another study, dimensional comparison effects were 
observed in the verbal domain, yet applied to a measure of 
TA that did not differentiate between the worry and emotion-
ality components (Marsh, 1988). Another study identified 
social comparison effects in math and two verbal domains, 
as well as dimensional comparison effects between one 
verbal domain (i.e., French) but not another verbal domain 
(i.e., German) and math anxiety, and between the two ver-
bal domains in a multilingual context (van der Westhuizen 
et al., 2022). These findings were derived using a unidimen-
sional measure of TA that was not differentiating different 
facets. Thus, there is some evidence for the relevance of 
social and dimensional comparison processes in the forma-
tion of domain-specific TA. To gain further insight into the 
mechanism of these processes, mediation analyses have been 
conducted using the ASC as mediator.

Indirect Paths: Mediation via Academic Self‑Concept 
(ASC)

Based on theoretical assumptions (i.e., school grades as 
source for self-perceptions of academic competence that in 

1 In addition and analogously to TA, one could also distinguish an 
affective and a cognitive facet in ASC as another similarity between 
the two constructs (see Arens et al., 2011). In the present study, how-
ever, we defined ASC as self-perceptions of competence, emphasiz-
ing its cognitive nature.
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turn influence further socio-affective variables such as TA) 
and empirical relations between achievement and ASC on 
the one hand (Möller et al., 2020), and between ASC and 
TA on the other hand (see Section The Link between TA 
and ASC), the possible mediation of achievement-anxiety 
relations through ASC seems straightforward. Accordingly, 
some empirical support has been reported (Arens et al., 
2017; Schilling et al., 2005). In the GI/E model, the media-
tion of social comparisons is indicated by substantial indi-
rect within-domain paths (e.g., between achievement in math 
and TA in math through the math ASC) and the algebraic 
sign of the indirect path would be negative (i.e., multiply-
ing a positive within-domain achievement-ASC relation with 
a negative within-domain ASC-TA relation). Inversely, the 
mediation of dimensional comparisons is indicated by sub-
stantial indirect cross-domain paths (e.g., between achieve-
ment in math and TA in German through the German ASC) 
and the sign of this indirect path would be positive (i.e., mul-
tiplying a negative cross-domain achievement-ASC relation 
with a negative within-domain ASC-TA relation).

Arens et al. (2017) reported significant indirect paths 
for both social and dimensional comparisons in both the 
math and verbal domains. Schilling et al. (2005) reported 
significantly lower direct achievement-anxiety relations after 
including ASCs, that did not reach statistical significance 
in the verbal domain, suggesting differential mediation 
effects in both domains. Hence, evidence for a mediation 
of GI/E-based achievement-anxiety relations through ASCs 
is provided, yet worth replicating. In addition, even though 
all hypothesized relations within the GI/E model relate to 
domain-specific construct manifestations, the structural rep-
resentation of TA and ASC implemented in these studies 
(Arens et al., 2017;  Marsh, 1988; Schilling et al., 2005; 
van der Westhuizen et al., 2022) did not allow for a precise 
disentanglement of different domain-specific construct com-
ponents (e.g., a clear differentiation of math anxiety from 
verbal anxiety or general anxiety). To prevent a conglom-
eration of different domain-specific and general construct 
components that blur the examination of strict within- and 
cross-domain relations within the GI/E model, we argue for 
adapting the constructs’ structural representations.

Structural Representation within Nested 
Factors

To best represent the multidimensional and hierarchi-
cal construct structure of both TA and ASC, we chose a 
nested factor (NF) model (Gustafsson & Balke, 1993). This 
model can be used to decompose a given manifestation (e.g., 
math worry) into its general component, its domain-spe-
cific component, and measurement error (Eid et al., 2017). 
A general factor is specified to influence all (general and 

domain-specific) items, whereas domain-specific factors are 
specified to additionally influence their respective domain-
specific items. The general factor serves as the reference 
domain, that is, the general items do not form their own 
domain-specific factor but load directly on the general factor 
along with all the other domain-specific items. Domain-spe-
cific factors are interpreted as residual factors (i.e., the part 
of the domain-specific manifestation that is not accounted 
for by the general component) and are thus uncorrelated with 
the general factor. Different domain-specific factors can cor-
relate. This model is also referred to as the bifactor (S-1)-
model because it has one domain-specific factor less than 
the number of domains that are included (Eid et al., 2017).

The NF model has been validated with regard to the ASC 
(i.e., Nested Marsh/Shavelson Model; Arens et al., 2021; 
Brunner et al.; 2010; Brunner et al., 2009). Given the struc-
tural similarities of ASC and TA, it has been applied to TA 
as well (Gogol et al., 2017; Gogol et al., 2016). The NF 
model takes account of general manifestations operating at 
the apex of domain-specific manifestations (Brunner et al., 
2010). In contrast to a higher-order factor model, where all 
domain-specific latent factors load on a higher-order latent 
general factor, the NF model shows superior model fit when 
correlations between the domain-specific factors are low 
(Arens et al., 2021). The NF model thus offers flexibility in 
representing relations between domain-specific factors as 
positive, negative, or zero, while retaining the meaning of 
the general factor due to its defined reference domain irre-
spective of the number and scope of the domains that are 
included (Eid et al., 2017).

Yet, within the GI/E model, the predominant modeling 
strategy is the first-order factor (FOF) model in which 
domain-specific items load on their respective domain-
specific factors only. Hierarchical structures cannot be rep-
resented in this model (Arens et al., 2021). The domain-
specific factors in the FOF model represent a mixture of 
general and domain-specific variances, which can distort 
relations with correlates (Brunner et al., 2009). In contrast 
to this mixture, in the NF model, domain-specific factors 
have a clear meaning and operate independently from gen-
eral levels. This separation seems fruitful particularly in the 
GI/E framework in which the domain-specific relations are 
of upmost interest.

The Present Study

In the present study, we therefore demonstrated the applica-
tion of the NF modeling approach in investigating relations 
in the GI/E model in contrast to the widely used FOF models. 
Specifically, we examined the role of social and dimensional 
comparisons in the formation of the TA facets worry and 
emotionality while disentangling general and domain-specific 
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components and hence purifying domain-specific relations—
the core of the GI/E model. Contrasting the FOF to the NF 
models within the GI/E framework allowed us to examine 
the difference in result patterns concerning (mediated) social 
and dimensional comparison effects on the two TA facets in 
dependence on the modeling strategy. In other words, we 
controlled for the influence of general TA and ASC levels 
on domain-specific TA and ASC manifestations and with 
this, potentially draw a more complete picture of social and 
dimensional comparisons—comparisons that students natu-
rally engage in and thus hold important implications both on 
theoretical (e.g., investigating the strength of dimensional 
comparisons when general levels are controlled for) and 
practical grounds (e.g., adjusting psychoeducation in TA 
interventions).

A careful synthesis of the current literature indicated that 
our study is the first one to examine direct and ASC-mediated 
social and dimensional comparison effects on the TA facets 
worry and emotionality in the math and verbal domains in the 
GI/E model (Arens et al., 2017; Schilling et al., 2005), that 
controlled for general TA and ASC using an NF modeling 
strategy (Gogol et al., 2017; Gogol et al., 2016).

In our first research question (RQ), we aimed to replicate 
findings reported in previous studies (Arens et al., 2017; Schil-
ling et al., 2005) that used FOF models to observe social com-
parison effects of grades as achievement indicators on facets 
of TA in both math and German and dimensional comparison 
effects on facets of TA in math but not in German in German 
secondary school students. Further, in Arens et al. (2017), all 
direct achievement-TA paths were fully mediated by ASC in 
both domains, whereas Schilling et al. (2005) reported full 
mediations in German and partial mediations in math.

RQ1: Replication. Can prior work (Arens et al., 2017; 
Schilling et al., 2005) be replicated with regard to (a) 
FOF GI/E model relations and (b) FOF mediated GI/E 
model relations?

Second, we addressed our focal RQ, which aimed at 
investigating social and dimensional comparison effects on 
facets of TA when controlling for general manifestations 
in the NF model. In doing so, we examined direct paths 
between grades and facets of TA as well as indirect, ASC-
mediated paths. Hereby, general TA and ASC were con-
trolled for within nested factors. Hence, this RQ addressed 
the question of whether domain-specific social and dimen-
sional comparisons influence facets of TA irrespective of 
general TA and whether these relations are mediated by 
domain-specific ASCs when controlling for general ASC.

RQ2: Extension. Can (a) GI/E model relations and (b) 
mediated GI/E model relations be detected when employ-
ing the NF modeling approach? How will (c) statistical 
predictions differ across the NF versus FOF models?

Third, the NF models include additional paths that are not 
formalized in the original GI/E model. Transferring domain-
specific processes to general processes, we examined rela-
tions between achievement and general facets of TA, as well 
as their mediation by general ASC.

RQ3: Ancillary. How do additional paths between 
grades and general worry and emotionality show in 
the NF GI/E model, and are these paths mediated by 
general ASC in the NF mediated GI/E model?

Method

Procedure and Participants

The present work is part of the larger “Dynamics of Aca-
demic Self-Concept in Everyday Life” (DynASCEL) project 
(Niepel et al., 2022) on students’ perceptions of academic 
competence and learning environments, where an intensive 
longitudinal experience sampling design was embedded in 
a paper-and-pen pre- and post-assessment. In the present 
study, only selected data from the pre-assessment were rel-
evant for our research questions.2 We recruited a conveni-
ence sample of N = 348 German secondary school students 
(43.1% of whom were male students based on n = 340 stu-
dents with available gender information) attending the ninth 
(n = 288) and  10th (n = 60) grades of the highest ability track 
(i.e., the German Gymnasium). Students were nested within 
18 classrooms from six schools located in four different 
German federal states (i.e., Baden-Württemberg, Mecklen-
burg-Vorpommern, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Rheinland-Pfalz). 
Participants reported a mean age of 15.3 years (SD = 0.66, 
range = 13.3 to 17.4 years; based on n = 335). Student clus-
ters within classrooms were stable across school subjects 
and across school grades, such that students were asked to 
refer to the same math and German test situations.

The APA Ethics Code (American Psychological Asso-
ciation, 2020) was considered in all stages of the research 
process to ensure scientific accuracy whilst protecting the 
rights and welfare of the minor participants. Specifically, 
student participation was voluntary, participants could with-
draw from the study at any time without stating any reasons 
and without facing any negative consequences, and written 
parental consent was obtained for all participating students. 
Students, parents, and schools were exhaustively informed 

2 Data from the larger research project, including data used in the 
present study, have been and will be used in other manuscripts, yet 
addressing different research questions (e.g., Dörendahl et al., 2021; 
Franzen et al., 2022; Hausen et al., 2022). Data on the present study’s 
core variables (i.e., domain-specific and general worry and emotion-
ality) have not been reported elsewhere.
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on the study’s purposes and subsequent data processing. All 
measures and procedures were approved by the local ethics 
review panel of the University of Luxembourg and by all 
involved education authorities in the respective four German 
federal states.

Measures

Test Anxiety (TA)

TA was assessed with general (i.e., school in general) and 
domain-specific (i.e., math and verbal domains) adaptations of 
worry and emotionality items based on the German Test Anxi-
ety Inventory (TAI-G; Hodapp, 1991; Hodapp et al., 2011). 
Following the introduction “In evaluative situations (e.g., tests, 
written or oral examinations),” students responded to the five 
parallel-worded item stems for worry (e.g., “I worry about 
my results”) and emotionality, each (e.g., “I feel anxious”). 
The items were presented in a grid format as first introduced 
by Rost and Sparfeldt (2002), where the item stems were pre-
sented in rows with a placeholder “…” (for the target domain), 
and the target domains (i.e., school, math, German) were pre-
sented in columns. The students related the items stems from 
the rows to the target domain in the column and responded 
using a 6-point Likert scale in the cells of the grid, ranging 
from 1 (almost never) to 6 (almost always) such that higher 
scores represented higher TA (see also Sparfeldt et al., 2013; 
Sparfeldt et al., 2005). Domain-specific worry and emotion-
ality ratings presented in this format have been shown to be 
reliable with ω coefficients ≥ 0.91 and measurement invariant 
across school subjects (Schneider et al., 2022).

Report Card Grades

Students reported their math and German grades from their 
last report card, which we used as academic achievement 
indicators. Self-reported and actual grades tend to be highly 
correlated in German school student samples, indicating 
the reliability and validity of self-reported grades (r ≥ 0.91, 
Sparfeldt et al., 2008; see r ≥ 0.76 for grades 9 and 10 in 
a German-speaking Swiss sample reported by Sticca et al., 
2017 and r = 0.88 for grades 7 and 8 across three German 
school tracks reported by Dickhäuser & Plenter, 2005). 
School grades in Germany are measured on a 6-point Likert 
scale, which we recoded so that higher values corresponded 
with higher achievements, ranging from 1 (insufficient) to 6 
(excellent).

Academic Self‑Concept (ASC)

General (i.e., school in general) and domain-specific (i.e., 
math and verbal domains) ASCs were assessed using 
six parallel-worded items each, which were based on the 

well-validated and reliable Self-Description Questionnaire 
(SDQ; Marsh et al., 1983) and the short scale by Gogol et al. 
(2014). An example item is “I am good at [most school sub-
jects] / [math] / [German].” Gogol and colleagues (2014) 
reported reliability coefficients of ω ≥ 0.75 for their three-
item short scales. Items were rated on a 6-point Likert scale 
ranging from 0 (does not apply at all) to 5 (completely 
applies) such that higher values indicated higher ASCs.

Statistical Analyses

Statistical analyses were performed within the structural 
equation modeling (SEM) framework using the software 
package Mplus 8.3 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017). To 
adjust standard errors for the nonindependence of observa-
tions because students were clustered in classrooms, we used 
the “TYPE = COMPLEX” option. Correlated uniqueness 
was considered by allowing for correlated residual variances 
between parallel-worded items. We used the MLR estima-
tor to obtain robust standard errors and deal with missing 
data (Kaplan, 2009; Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017). The 
percentages of missing values ranged from 1.7% to 3.2% for 
worry, 2.6% to 4.9% for emotionality, and 2.3% to 3.7% for 
ASC across domains. 4.3% and 5.2% were missing in grades 
in math and German, respectively.

To reduce the complexity and support the power of the 
model, we (a) reduced the number of indicators per factor 
(Hoyle & Gottfredson, 2015), selecting three items for 
each TA facet and ASC out of the larger item sets based 
on the size of the factor loadings (see also Marsh et al., 
2006).3 Such short scales have been shown to measure 
TA and ASC reliably (Gogol et al., 2014). Further, we 
(b) adopted a two-step approach (Anderson & Gerbing, 
1988), in which we, first, conducted confirmatory factor 
analyses based on which we extracted values for factor 
loadings, item residual variances, and exogenous factor 
variances. Second, we fixed these parameters to these 
values when specifying the structural models. To enter 
school grades as latent single-item factors, we followed 
the procedure illustrated by Kline (2016), fixing factor 
loadings to 1 and fixing residual variances to constant 
values that were derived from the indicators’ empirical 
sample variance and the reliability estimate reported in 
previous work (Sparfeldt et al., 2008).

To estimate the replicability of result patterns in the FOF 
model (RQ1), we specified the FOF GI/E model with domain-
specific grades as predictors, domain-specific worry and 

3 To test the robustness of our results, we additionally ran all mod-
els with the respective full item sets. Descriptively, the model fits 
were lower compared with the models using three-item scales (i.e., 
CFI ≥ .939, RMSEA ≤ .061, SRMR ≤ .062). The pattern of significant 
within- and cross-domain paths was identical across models using 
three items versus models using the full item sets.
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emotionality as criteria, and within- or cross-domain regres-
sion paths between each predictor and each criterion. Impor-
tantly, domain-specific factors influenced their correspond-
ing domain-specific indicators only (see Fig. 1a). In the FOF 
mediated GI/E model, domain-specific ASCs were included as 
mediator variables. Indirect relations were requested using the 
“MODEL INDIRECT” option in Mplus. Analogous to Arens 
et al. (2017), we focused on the paths for which the ASC and 
TA facets belonged to the same domain. To estimate the sizes 
of the indirect effects, we calculated squared standardized 
indirect path coefficients as measures of explained variance in 
accordance with Lachowicz et al.’s (2018) recommendations. 
Thus, cut-off criteria for proportions of explained variance were 
applied (i.e., small = 2%, medium = 15%, large = 25%; Cohen, 
1988).

To investigate GI/E-hypothesized relations while 
controlling for general components (RQ2), we next 
implemented the NF modeling approach by adding general 
factors (the S-1 specification according to Eid et al., 2017). To 
this end, domain-specific (i.e., math and German) worry and 
emotionality items were specified to load on their respective 
domain-specific latent factors. In addition, we specified 

general factors, which influenced all worry or emotionality 
domain-specific and general items. Correlations between the 
general and its domain-specific factors (e.g., general worry 
and math worry) were fixed to zero. Relations among domain-
specific factors were allowed. In the NF GI/E model, domain-
specific grades were entered as predictors, and domain-
specific and general worry and emotionality were entered 
as criteria (see Fig. 1b). In the NF mediated GI/E model, 
we added domain-specific and general ASCs as mediator 
variables. Here, ASC was represented analogously within 
nested factors.

Clearly, the NF modeling approach yielded relations 
that had not been formalized in the original GI/E model 
(i.e., paths between grades and general TA and their medi-
ation via general ASC), which we additionally addressed 
in RQ3.

For model evaluation, we followed the recom-
mended cut-off criteria in the absolute goodness-of-
fit indices CFI, RMSEA, and SRMR, where values 
of CFI ≥ 0.95, RMSEA ≤ 0.06, and SRMR ≤ 0.08 are 
considered to indicate a good fit to the data (Hu & 
Bentler, 1999).

Fig. 1  Different modeling approaches in testing GI/E relations  (a) 
the first-order factor (FOF) GI/E model, where facets of test anxiety 
(TA; i.e., worry and emotionality) are predicted by grades via within- 
and cross-domain paths in two domains (Model 1b), and (b) the 
nested  factor (NF) GI/E model, where domain-specific and general 
facets of TA are predicted by  grades via within- and cross-domain 

paths in two domains (Model 3b). M Gr = Math grade; V Gr = Ger-
man grade; MW = Math worry; ME = Math emotionality; VW = 
German worry; VE = German emotionality; gW = general worry; gE 
= general emotionality. For better clarity  of presentation, measure-
ment models are displayed in grey, and item residual variances, factor 
variances, and correlational paths have been omitted
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Results

Preliminary Analyses

All preliminary confirmatory factor analyses showed a 
good fit to the data for both the FOF and NF modeling 
approaches (see Models 1a, 2a, 3a, and 4a in Table 1).4 
Table 2 presents the standardized factor loadings as well as 
the corresponding McDonald’s ω reliability coefficients.5 
All factor loadings differed significantly from zero and 
were moderate to large in both modeling approaches. 
The reliability coefficients of the three-item scales were 
ω ≥ 0.88 in the FOF model and ω ≥ 0.70 in the NF model 
across factors and domains (see Table 2).

The latent factor correlations across the modeling approaches 
can be found in Table 3. Significantly negative within-domain 
relations between TA and grades and ASCs were observed in 
all domain-specific TA facets except for German worry, where 
only one relation to German ASC differed significantly from 

zero in the NF model. Relations within a facet changed consider-
ably across modeling approaches (i.e., ρ = .72, p < .001 [ρ = .33, 
p = .016] for math and German worry in the FOF [NF] model, 
and ρ = .59, p < .001 [ρ = -.11, p = .408] for math and German 
emotionality in the FOF [NF] model). Across domains and mod-
eling approaches, domain-specific worry and emotionality were 
moderately correlated with each other (i.e., ρ = .45 to ρ = .58). In 
the NF model, general worry and emotionality were positively 
correlated at ρ = .55 (p < .001), and each was negatively related 
to the math grade (i.e., general worry: ρ = -.15, p = .044; general 
emotionality: ρ = -.21, p =.001).

The First‑Order Factor (FOF) GI/E Model

First, we addressed RQ1 to replicate prior findings with (a) 
the FOF GI/E and (b) the FOF mediated GI/E model. The (a) 
FOF GI/E model showed an excellent fit to the data (Model 
1b in Table 1). Table 4 presents the standardized path coef-
ficients and standard errors. Negative within-domain paths 
between grades and facets of TA, indicating social compari-
son effects, differed significantly from zero for worry and 
emotionality in math (math grade → math worry, β = -.38 
and math grade → math emotionality, β = -.47, ps <.001) and 
emotionality in German (German grade → German emo-
tionality, β =-.21, p =.001). Statistically significant positive 
cross-domain paths between math [German] grades and fac-
ets of TA in German [math], indicating dimensional con-
trast effects, were only observed between the German grade 

Table 1  Goodness-of-fit Indices for Tested Models

MLR = maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors, CFI = comparative fit index, RMSEA = root mean square error of approxi-
mation, CI = confidence interval, SRMR =  standardized root mean square residual

Model MLR χ2 (df) CFI RMSEA
[90% CI]

SRMR

Preliminary confirmatory factor analyses
  1a First-order factor measurement model with six factors (i.e., worry, emotionality, and 

grades in math and German)
72.915 (58) 0.995 0.027

[0.000; 0.045]
0.024

  2a First-order factor measurement model with eight factors (i.e., worry, emotionality, aca-
demic self-concepts, and grades in math and German)

294.289 (135) 0.970 0.058
[0.049; 0.067]

0.032

  3a Nested factor measurement model with eight factors (i.e., worry and emotionality in math, 
German and general, and grades in math and German)

151.966 (118) 0.993 0.029
[0.012; 0.041]

0.025

  4a Nested factor measurement model with 11 factors (i.e., worry, emotionality, and academic 
self-concept in math, German and general, and grades in math and German)

490.707 (285) 0.974 0.046
[0.039; 0.052]

0.033

First-order factor models
  1b First-order factor GI/E model with six factors (i.e., worry, emotionality, and grades in 

math and German)
66.227 (80) 1.000 0.000

[0.000; 0.017]
0.024

  2b First-order mediated GI/E model with eight factors (i.e., worry, emotionality, academic 
self-concept, and grades in math and German)

278.925 (168) 0.979 0.044
[0.034; 0.052]

0.034

Nested factor models
  3b Nested factor GI/E model with eight factors (i.e., worry and emotionality in math, German 

and general, and grades in math and German)
140.231 (162) 1.000 0.000

[0.000; 0.012]
0.028

  4b Nested factor mediated GI/E model with 11 factors (i.e., worry, emotionality, and aca-
demic self-concept in math, German and general, and grades in math and German)

493.847 (359) 0.983 0.033
[0.025; 0.040]

0.041

4 To ensure the applicability of the NF models compared with 
higher-order factor models in which general factors load on domain-
specific latent factors, we also computed higher-order factor models. 
These models showed inadequate model fits when we considered the 
combination of the aforementioned fit indices.
5 Note that in Table 2, only Models 2a and 4a are reported because 
these include all examined constructs. Standardized factor loadings 
differed between Model 1a versus 2a and between Model 3a versus 4a 
only negligibly with Δλ ≤ .006 in all cases.
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and worry in math (German grade → math worry, β = .19, 
p = .005). Hence, prior work could be replicated regarding 
social comparison effects on all domain-specific TA facets 
except for worry in German. Dimensional comparison effects 
on both TA facets in math (Arens et al., 2017; Schilling et al., 
2005) were only replicated with regard to worry in math.

To examine (b) the FOF mediated GI/E model, we added 
math and German ASCs as mediator variables. The model 
showed a good fit to the data (Model 2b in Table 1). Table 5 
presents the standardized direct path coefficients along with 
standard errors. Only one direct path between grades and fac-
ets of TA, both within and across domains, was statistically 

significantly different from zero (i.e., math grade → math 
worry, β = -.28, p =.035). The direct relations between grades 
and ASC were all significantly positive within matching 
domains (math grade → math ASC, β =.82 and German grade 
→ German ASC, β =.80, ps < .001) and negative across non-
matching domains (i.e., math grade → German ASC, β = -.34, 
p <.001, and German grade → math ASC, β = -.18, p =.008), 
replicating the original I/E pattern. Direct paths between ASC 
and facets of TA reached statistical significance in a few cases, 
and if so, they were negative within domains (i.e., math ASC 
→ math emotionality, β =-.46, p <.001, and German ASC → 
German emotionality, β = -.27, p =.006) and positive across 

Table 2  Standardized Factor 
Loadings and McDonald’s ω 
Reliability Coefficient

ASC = academic self-concept, NA = not applicable in first-order factor modeling
All reported standardized factor loadings were significant at p < .001

Factor First-Order Factor measurement model 
(Model 2a)

Nested Factor measurement model 
(Model 4a)

Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 ω Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 ω
Worrymath .807 .892 .880 .897 .401 .498 .458 .702
WorryGerman .798 .867 .867 .883 .560 .638 .597 .792
Emotionalitymath .858 .931 .892 .923 .440 .472 .485 .763
EmotionalityGerman .860 .888 .853 .900 .600 .592 .577 .807
ASCmath .909 .952 .916 .947 .688 .815 .741 .924
ASCGerman .889 .936 .922 .940 .733 .850 .791 .924

Ranges Item 1 through Item 9 ω Ranges Item 1 through Item 9 ω
Worrygeneral NA NA .570 ≤ λ ≤ .875 .939
Emotionalitygeneral NA NA .616 ≤ λ ≤ .888 .954
ASCgeneral NA NA .407 ≤ λ ≤ .856 .944

Table 3  Latent Factor Correlations in the First-Order Factor and Nested Factor Modeling Approach

Correlations below the diagonal represent correlations within the nested factor model containing all examined factors (i.e., Model 4a), whereas 
correlations above the diagonal represent correlations within the first-order factor model containing all examined factors (i.e., Model 2a). ASC 
= academic self-concept, NA = not applicable in first-order factor modeling
a Fixed to zero due to nested factor modeling
*  p < .05, ***p < .001

Factor Correlations

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1.  Worrymath – .723*** .575*** .303*** –.293*** .007 –.269*** .158*** NA NA NA
2.  WorryGerman .334* – .349*** .471*** –.111 .034 –.087 .063 NA NA NA
3.  Emotionalitymath .454*** –.055 – .586*** –.423*** –.138 –.515*** .086 NA NA NA
4.  EmotionalityGerman –.023 .448*** –.107 – –.085 –.196* –.116* –.273*** NA NA NA
5.  Grademath –.306*** –.004 –.449*** .115* – .483*** .736*** .028 NA NA NA
6.  GradeGerman –.058 .006 –.064 –.156* .482*** – .207*** .634*** NA NA NA
7.  ASCmath –.242* –.041 –.427*** .212*** .453*** –.202*** – –.028 NA NA NA
8.  ASCGerman .123 –.140* .342*** –.430*** –.327*** .352*** –.436*** – NA NA NA
9.  Worrygeneral .000a .000a .098 –.057 –.149* .045 –.161* .200*** – NA NA
10.  Emotionalitygeneral .047 .029 .000a .000a –.212* –.105 –.253*** .096 .545** – NA
11.  ASCgeneral .087 .126* –.199*** –.009 .628*** .651*** .000a .000a –.061 –.199* –
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domains (i.e., German ASC → math worry, β = .11, p = .042, 
and German ASC → math emotionality, β = .15, p = .029). 
Finally, indirect paths (see Table 6) were significantly negative 
in two out of four cases within matching domains (i.e., math 
grade → math ASC → math emotionality, β = -.38, p =.001 
and German grade → German ASC → German emotionality, 
β = -.22, p =.006). None of the four indirect paths across non-
matching domains were significantly different from zero. Thus, 
in contrast to prior work, we found within-domain mediations 
that were related to emotionality only.

The Nested Factor (NF) GI/E model

Applying the Nested Factor (NF) approach to the GI/E 
model

Subsequently, we addressed RQ2, aimed at applying the 
NF modeling approach to (a) the GI/E model and (b) the 
mediated GI/E model and (c) contrasting statistical predic-
tions in the NF versus FOF models. The (a) NF GI/E model 
showed an excellent fit to the data (Model 3b in Table 1). 
Statistically significant negative within-domain paths were 
found in three out of four cases (i.e., math grade → math 
worry, β = -.37, p = .001, math grade → math emotionality, 
β = -.56, p < .001 and German grade → German emotional-
ity, β = -.29, p < .001), indicating social comparison effects. 
Statistically significant positive cross-domain paths were 
found only for emotionality (i.e., math grade → German 
emotionality, β = .25, p < .001, and German grade → math 

emotionality, β =.20, p =.013), indicating dimensional com-
parison effects (see Table 4).

The (b) NF mediated GI/E model, including general and 
domain-specific ASCs as mediator variables, showed a good 
fit to the data (see Model 4b in Table 1). Standardized direct 
path coefficients (Table 5) indicated one significantly nega-
tive within-domain path (i.e., math grade → math worry, 
β = -.35, p = .002) and no significant direct cross-domain 
paths between grades and facets of TA. Concerning indi-
rect (Table 6) within-domain paths, all except for the path 
between math grade and math worry via math ASC were 
significantly negative (i.e., math grade → math ASC → 
math emotionality, β = -.24, German grade → German ASC 
→ German worry, β = -.16, and German grade → German 
ASC → German emotionality, β = -.30, all ps < .01). Indi-
rect cross-domain paths were significantly positive for all 
except for the path between German grade and math worry 
via math ASC (i.e., math grade → German ASC → Ger-
man worry, β = .15, math grade → German ASC → German 
emotionality, β = .30, and German grade → math ASC → 
math emotionality, β =.19, all ps < .01). Thus, a mediation of 
social and dimensional comparison effects on facets of TA 
via ASCs was supported for math emotionality and German 
worry and emotionality.

Finally, we (c) contrasted the statistical predictions 
made by the FOF versus NF models. In the nonmediated 
set of models (Model 1b vs. Model 3b; Table 4), the 
pattern of significant within-domain relations, indica-
tive of social comparison effects, did not change, but the 

Table 4  Standardized Path 
Coefficients for the First-Order 
Factor and Nested Factor GI/E 
Model

SE = standard error, NA = not applicable in first-order factor modeling
*  p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

First-Order Factor 
GI/E Model
(Model 1b)

Nested Factor 
GI/E Model
(Model 3b)

β SE β SE

Within-domain paths from grades to test anxiety
   Grademath →  Worrymath –.381*** 0.071 –.372** 0.108
   Grademath →  Emotionalitymath –.466*** 0.049 –.560*** 0.082
   GradeGerman →  WorryGerman .105 0.086 .001 0.111
   GradeGerman →  EmotionalityGerman –.209** 0.065 –.286*** 0.051

Cross-domain paths from grades to test anxiety
   Grademath →  WorryGerman –.164 0.095 –.015 0.120
   Grademath →  EmotionalityGerman .014 0.056 .246*** 0.058
   GradeGerman →  Worrymath .186** 0.067 .116 0.101
   GradeGerman →  Emotionalitymath .082 0.062 .201* 0.081

Additional paths
   Grademath →  Worrygeneral NA NA –.204** 0.077
   Grademath →  Emotionalitygeneral NA NA –.205** 0.074
   GradeGerman →  Worrygeneral NA NA .140* 0.067
   GradeGerman →  Emotionalitygeneral NA NA –.021 0.073
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strength of grade-emotionality associations was descrip-
tively higher in the NF model. However, the pattern of 
results regarding positive cross-domain paths, indicative 
of dimensional comparison effects, changed in the FOF 
model (i.e., one path to math worry) versus the NF model 
(i.e., two paths to emotionality in both domains). In the 
mediated set of models (Model 2b vs. 4b; Tables 5 and 
6), the resulting pattern of significant and nonsignifi-
cant direct paths was virtually the same. Concerning the 
indirect paths, a pronounced change was visible, with 
one additional significant indirect within-domain and 

three additional indirect cross-domain paths in the NF 
mediated GI/E model as opposed to the FOF mediated 
GI/E model. Thus, particularly cross-domain paths (both 
direct and indirect) changed with respect to the modeling 
strategy.

General paths

The NF models yielded additional general paths, which we 
addressed in our ancillary RQ3. In the NF GI/E model (i.e., 
Model 3b, see Table 4), the math grade was significantly 

Table 5  Standardized Direct 
Path Coefficients and Standard 
Errors for the First-Order Factor 
and the Nested Factor GI/E 
Mediation Model

ASC = academic self-concept, SE = standard error, NA =  not applicable in first-order factor modeling
*  p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

First-Order Factor
GI/E Mediation Model (Model 
2b)

Nested Factor
GI/E Mediation Model 
(Model 4b)

β SE β SE

Direct within-domain paths from grades to test anxiety
   Grademath →  Worrymath –.280* 0.133 –.349** 0.112
   Grademath →  Emotionalitymath –.027 0.136 –.208 0.111
   GradeGerman →  WorryGerman .124 0.126 .170 0.168
   GradeGerman →  EmotionalityGerman –.012 0.117 .056 0.107

Direct cross-domain paths from grades to test anxiety
   Grademath →  WorryGerman –.190 0.138 –.150 0.182
   Grademath →  EmotionalityGerman .041 .128 –.083 0.100
   GradeGerman →  Worrymath .086 .092 .117 0.110
   GradeGerman →  Emotionalitymath –.123 0.089 –.088 0.101

Additional paths
   Grademath →  Worrygeneral NA NA -.224** 0.078
   Grademath →  Emotionalitygeneral NA NA -.162 0.088
   GradeGerman →  Worrygeneral NA NA .186* 0.076
   GradeGerman →  Emotionalitygeneral NA NA .138 0.090

Direct paths from grades to academic self-concept (mediator)
   Grademath →  ASCmath .817*** 0.050 .738*** 0.050
   Grademath →  ASCGerman –.342*** 0.080 –.655*** 0.077
   Grademath →  ASCgeneral NA NA .396*** 0.066
   GradeGerman →  ASCmath –.175** .067 –.579*** 0.064
   GradeGerman →  ASCGerman .798*** 0.039 .665*** 0.062
   GradeGerman →  ASCgeneral NA NA .477*** 0.052

Direct paths from academic self-concept (mediator) to test anxiety
   ASCmath →  Worrymath –.078 0.111 –.053 0.078
   ASCmath →  Emotionalitymath –.461*** 0.119 –.325*** 0.088
   ASCmath →  WorryGerman .026 0.099 –.014 0.118
   ASCmath →  EmotionalityGerman –.151 0.108 .044 0.083
   ASCGerman →  Worrymath .112* 0.055 –.036 0.066
   ASCGerman →  Emotionalitymath .149* 0.068 .149 0.090
   ASCGerman →  WorryGerman –.006 0.065 –.234** 0.071
   ASCGerman →  EmotionalityGerman –.273** 0.100 –.458*** 0.089
   ASCgeneral →  Worrygeneral NA NA –.034 0.104
   ASCgeneral →  Emotionalitygeneral NA NA –.215 0.126
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negatively related to general worry and emotionality (math 
grade → general worry, β = -.20, p =.008 and math grade → 
general emotionality, β = -.21, p =.006), whereas the German 
grade was positively related to general worry (German grade 
→ general worry, β = .14, p =.037). In the NF mediated GI/E 
model (i.e., Model 4b, see Table 5), two of these relations 
were significantly different from zero (i.e., math grade → 
general worry, β = -.22, p =.004, and German grade → gen-
eral worry, β = .19, p = .015; see Table 5). With regard to the 
general ASC, significant positive relations with both grades 
were found (math grade → general ASC, β =.40, and Ger-
man grade → general ASC, β =.48, ps <.001). However, there 
were neither significant direct paths between general ASC and 
general worry or emotionality nor significant indirect paths 
between grades and general facets of TA via general ASC (see 
Table 6). In conclusion, direct paths to general TA were found 
with regard to worry, but they were not mediated by the gen-
eral ASC.

Discussion

The present study combined a general with a domain-spe-
cific approach using the NF model to examine the role of 
social and dimensional comparison effects on the forma-
tion of two facets of TA (i.e., worry and emotionality) 

in two different domains (i.e., math and verbal) within 
the GI/E model. The overarching aim was to apply an NF 
modeling strategy to the GI/E model to control for general 
proportions of TA within domain-specific TA, ultimately 
purifying domain-specific relations to academic achieve-
ment and self-concept. We investigated these relations in 
NF models and also contrasted them against relations iden-
tified with conventional modeling strategies that do not 
consider hierarchical construct structures (i.e., FOF mod-
els). In doing so, we examined domain-specific achieve-
ment-based relations—the core of the GI/E model—while 
controlling for general components. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first study to do so with regard to 
social and dimensional comparison effects on facets of TA.

First‑Order Factor (FOF) Models: A Replication

First, when employing the FOF modeling strategy, we were 
able to replicate prior findings to a large extent (RQ1). Spe-
cifically, previous studies had reported social comparison 
effects on both facets in the math and verbal domains and 
dimensional comparison effects on both facets in math only 
(Arens et al., 2017; Schilling et al., 2005; see Marsh, 1988, 
who also found dimensional comparison effects on an English 
TA measure that did not differentiate worry and emotionality, 
and van der Westhuizen et al., 2022, who found dimensional 

Table 6  Standardized Indirect 
Path Coefficients, Standard 
Errors and Effect Sizes for 
the First-Order Factor and the 
Nested Factor GI/E Mediation 
Model

ASC = academic self-concept, SE = standard error, NA = not applicable in first-order factor modeling
*  p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

First-Order Factor
GI/E Mediation Model 
(Model 2b)

Nested Factor
GI/E Mediation Model 
(Model 4b)

βind SE βind
2 βind SE βind

2

Indirect within-domain paths
   Grademath →  ASCmath →  Worrymath –.064 0.093 .004 –.039 0.057 .001
   Grademath →  ASCmath →  Emotionalitymath –.377** 0.112 .142 –.240*** 0.068 .058
   GradeGerman →  ASCGerman →  WorryGerman –.005 0.052 .000 –.156** 0.046 .024
   GradeGerman →  ASCGerman →  EmotionalityGerman –.217** 0.080 .047 –.304*** 0.068 .092

Indirect cross-domain paths
   Grademath →  ASCGerman →  WorryGerman .002 0.023 .000 .153** 0.050 .023
   Grademath →  ASCGerman →  EmotionalityGerman .093 0.048 .009 .300*** 0.070 .090
   GradeGerman →  ASCmath →  Worrymath .014 0.022 .000 .031 0.046 .001
   GradeGerman →  ASCmath →  Emotionalitymath .081 0.042 .007 .188*** 0.049 .035

Additional indirect paths
   Grademath →  ASCgeneral →  Worrygeneral NA NA NA –.014 0.040 .000
   Grademath →  ASCgeneral →  Emotionalitygeneral NA NA NA –.085 0.049 .007
   GradeGerman →  ASCgeneral →  Worrygeneral NA NA NA –.016 0.050 .000
   GradeGerman →  ASCgeneral →  Emotionalitygeneral NA NA NA –.103 0.059 .010
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comparison effects of French achievement on math TA, and 
of French [German] achievement on German [French] TA, 
again using TA measures that did not differentiate worry and 
emotionality). In the present study, we found social compari-
son effects on both facets in math and on emotionality in Ger-
man. In addition, we replicated the dimensional comparison 
effects on worry in math. The effect on math emotionality did 
not reach statistical significance in our case but was almost 
identical in its effect size (Arens et al., 2017) such that the lack 
of significance was likely a matter of statistical power. TA in 
German (which was the native language for most students) 
did not seem to be subject to dimensional comparisons in 
either study, possibly due to the fact that self-perceptions in 
the verbal domain are not as restricted to the school context as 
in math domains. Accordingly, students have more sources of 
self-evaluation (other than academic math achievement) that 
impact their verbal-domain TA (Arens et al., 2017).

Concerning the role of domain-specific math and German 
ASCs as mediators of the achievement-anxiety relations, in 
the FOF model, we were only able to replicate a considerably 
smaller proportion of relations as compared with Arens et al. 
(2017), who reported full mediations on both facets in both 
domains, and Schilling et al. (2005), who reported full media-
tions on both facets in German and partial mediations on both 
facets in math. In the present study, we observed only within-
domain mediations on emotionality in both domains. With 
regard to worry, we did not find significant indirect paths at all, 
even though the large overlap between the cognitive facet of 
worry and ASC has been discussed (Arens et al., 2017). How-
ever, our observed effect sizes were in the expected direction.

Nested Factor (NF) Models: An Extension

Second, we successfully applied the NF framework to the 
GI/E model, clearly showing GI/E-hypothesized relations 
in both direct and mediated NF models (RQ2). We dem-
onstrated social comparison effects on all facets except for 
worry in German (analogous to social comparison effects 
found in the FOF model). However, in contrast to the FOF 
model, we found dimensional comparison effects on emo-
tionality in both domains, suggesting that the emotional-
ity component (as opposed to worry) is more susceptible to 
dimensional comparisons when general TA is controlled for. 
In all comparisons between the FOF and NF model results, 
it is crucial to keep in mind that the interpretation of the 
domain-specific factors varies according to the modeling 
strategy, with domain-specific factors in the NF model repre-
senting residual variance that is not explained by the general 
factor (Arens et al., 2021). When we examined the factor 
correlations, it became clear that the domain-specific worry 
factors were more strongly related to each other in the FOF 
model than the domain-specific emotionality factors were. 
Indeed, when we employed the NF model, the correlation 

between the domain-specific worry factors remained sig-
nificantly different from zero (after the general worry factor 
was included), whereas the correlation between the domain-
specific emotionality factors did not differ from zero (after 
the general emotionality factor was included). General fac-
tors in the NF model are defined by their unique items, that 
is, their reference domain (Eid et al., 2017). The significantly 
positive relation between the domain-specific worry factors 
thus indicated substantial common variance even after gen-
eral school-specific worry was controlled for. The remaining 
relation between the math and German worry factors that is 
not tied to the school context, suggests lower school-speci-
ficity for general worry as opposed to general emotionality. 
On the one hand, this still significant correlation between the 
math and German worry factors might describe worry cogni-
tions that are tied specifically to math and German (and that 
are independent to school in general) as two core school sub-
jects (e.g., high emphasis placed on these subjects or higher 
amount of weekly lessons). On the other hand, it might also 
be possible that worry entails more general components not 
restricted to evaluative situations within the school context 
but rather school-unrelated other life domains (e.g., general-
ized worry). In line with this reasoning, Hock et al. (2022) 
showed that the stable, trait manifestation of worry was 
prevalent in situations that are generally perceived as threat-
ening and aversive even when a state scale is administered 
that assesses worry with the instruction “right now, at this 
very moment” using latent state-trait analyses. Emotional-
ity could be more tied to evaluative situations in the school 
context also due to its temporal proximity to the evaluative 
situation, whereas worry might also occur days or weeks 
prior to the situation during exam or test preparations (e.g., 
Schilling et al., 2005), thus possibly mixing with other wor-
ries unrelated to the school context. Furthermore, worry that 
is associated with future-directed “What if”-type of ques-
tions (e.g., “What if I fail in this exam?”) may collapse with 
“Why”-type of questions typical for rumination and directed 
to the past (e.g., “Why did I fail in past exams?”, “Why am 
I such a failure?”) in the course of processing an upcoming 
exam, highlighting the time-overarching character of worry 
compared to emotionality (Renner et al., 2018). To conclude, 
further research is needed to clarify the psychological mean-
ing of this significant correlation.

With regard to the NF mediated model, considerable 
changes were evident compared with the FOF mediated 
model—particularly concerning indirect cross-domain paths 
(i.e., dimensional comparison effects). Three out of four 
indirect within-domain and three out of four indirect cross-
domain paths reached statistical significance (in contrast 
to a total of two out of eight paths in the FOF model). 
Specifically, both TA facets in German were mediated by 
German ASC, and emotionality in math was mediated by 
math ASC, both within and across domains. To understand 
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why dimensional comparisons in particular are affected 
by the modeling strategy, one has to keep in mind that 
dimensional comparisons are internal comparisons across 
domains (i.e., students comparing their own abilities across 
domains). By applying the NF model, domain-specific 
manifestations are purified, ultimately meaning that they 
truly reflect domain-specific manifestations (i.e., students 
perceiving different levels of TA across domains) and not 
a mixture of domain-specific and general components (i.e., 
students perceiving themselves to be generally more or 
less anxious than others across school domains). In other 
words, the removal of confounded (i.e., domain-specific and 
general) variance enabled the detection of intraindividual 
(dimensional) relations.

Third and finally, we found significant relations in the NF 
models with regard to general TA (RQ3). Both facets were 
negatively predicted by the math grade, whereas general 
worry was positively predicted by the German grade. One 
reason for this finding might be that the portion of worry 
previously attributed to math worry is more dominant in the 
general worry factor than the portion previously attributed to 
German worry. In other words, the salience of worry attrib-
uted to math for general worry might be higher than that of 
worry attributed to German. This difference would explain 
negative [positive] relations with math [German] grades. 
Indeed, factor loadings of items loading on their domain-
specific worry factor were descriptively lower for math than 
for German after the general factor was included.

No indirect path was visible when general ASC was con-
sidered as a mediator (i.e., no paths between math and Ger-
man grades and general worry and emotionality mediated by 
general ASC). The concept of domain-specific mediations 
of achievement-anxiety relations does not seem to translate 
to general relations. It might be the case that the (respec-
tively negative and positive) effects of math and German 
grades on general worry through general ASC (which cap-
tures the variance shared between math and German ASCs, 
which are, in turn, positively related to math and German 
grades, respectively) was canceled out due to relations that 
went in opposite directions. Such an occurrence emphasizes 
the caution researchers need to exercise when interpreting 
the general factor and its relations. Yet, one advantage of 
the NF model (e.g., in contrast to the higher-order factor 
model) includes the invariance of the meaning of the gen-
eral factor due to its ties to the reference domain (Eid et al., 
2017). Also, neither the FOF nor the NF model considers 
item cross-loadings. Given these rather strict requirements, 
the good fit to the data is all the more convincing. The NF 
modeling strategy and its implications have been exam-
ined in contrast to other modeling strategies with regard 
to a number of psychological constructs outside of TA and 
ASC, for instance in the individual clinical assessment of 
depressive symptoms (Heinrich et al., 2020) and attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder (Eid, 2020), highlighting its 
importance in more applied settings.

Limitations and Future Research

Our study has some limitations. First, we employed cross-
sectional data and thereby cannot draw conclusions about 
causality. Yet, we chose to refer to social and dimensional 
comparison effects to remain in line with prior research on 
the GI/E model. Longitudinal and experimental studies that 
were designed to infer causality have supported GI/E-based 
assumptions for the ASC (see Niepel et al., 2014; Wolff 
et al., 2021). Further, our sample was limited to ninth- and 
 10th-grade students from the highest ability track in Ger-
many. In order to improve the generalizability of our results, 
further research is needed across different age groups, school 
tracks, and countries. School-track specific differences in 
achievement-anxiety relations have previously been iden-
tified when comparing the highest ability track to other 
school tracks (Penk et al., 2014). Another study found that 
achievement-anxiety relations differed across grade levels 
with the strongest negative relations in the middle (sixth 
through eighth) grades and the lowest negative relations 
in the higher (ninth through  12th) grades (von der Embse 
et al., 2018), where our sample was located. A recent meta-
analysis identified small to moderate, statistically significant 
negative achievement-anxiety relations in math across 747 
effect sizes, also identifying grade level as one moderator of 
the strength of these relations (Barroso et al., 2021).

Finally, the present findings are restricted to the math 
and one verbal (i.e., German as language of instruction) 
domain, such that further research incorporating multiple 
other domains is warranted. If researchers are particu-
larly interested in (cross-domain) dimensional comparison 
effects, the inclusion of other domains is recommendable. 
When assuming a continuum with math and verbal subjects 
as contrary endpoints, the perceived subject similarity is 
thought to moderate dimensional comparisons, such that 
they can even be found to work in the opposite direction 
(i.e., so-called assimilation effects as opposed to contrast 
effects; Möller & Marsh, 2013). Yet, a recent meta-analysis 
on the GI/E model with ASC as the outcome variable did not 
find such assimilation effects across 505 data sets (Möller 
et al., 2020). Employing an NF model to purify domain-
specific relations considerably advances insights into dimen-
sional comparisons. In addition, if multiple domains from 
the math-verbal continuum are included, the NF model ena-
bles closer examinations of contrast and assimilation effects 
and their occurrences when extracting the variance that is 
shared across domain-specific manifestations. For instance, 
nonsignificant relations between math grades and German 
TA might be revealed in the NF model as a result of posi-
tive relations between math grades and pure German TA in 
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combination with negative relations between math grades 
and the portion of German TA that is positively correlated 
with math TA (i.e., general TA).

Implications and Conclusion

In their everyday school lives, students encounter various peers 
whose abilities in domain-specific domains serve as references 
(i.e., social comparisons) as well as various different domains in 
which a student’s own abilities serve as a reference (i.e., dimen-
sional comparisons) that shape students’ socio-affective experi-
ences and perceptions (e.g., TA, ASC). In the present study, we 
used NF models to consider (a) general worry and emotionality 
levels to identify social and dimensional comparison effects on 
purely domain-specific worry and emotionality and (b) general 
ASC levels to examine mediation effects of social and dimen-
sional comparison effects through purely domain-specific ASCs.

Our approach facilitated the detection of dimensional 
comparison effects and differential worry and emotionality 
characteristics when controlling for general components in 
NF models—both directly and indirectly via domain-specific 
ASCs. Our findings thus have several implications. This study 
combines conceptual considerations (i.e., TA and ASC as 
domain-specific and hierarchical constructs on the one hand 
and the interest in domain-specific relations in the GI/E model 
on the other hand) with methodological considerations (i.e., 
the NF model as adequate representation of hierarchical con-
structs). In this study, we therefore argue for matching meth-
odological approaches to conceptual ideas, and thus provide 
new directions for future research within the GI/E model. One 
example for the potential incremental value of using NF mod-
els in testing GI/E relations is the controversy on assimilation 
effects in dimensional comparisons (Möller et al., 2020) by 
suggesting modeling strategy as potential moderator of dimen-
sional comparisons. In this article, we present both the result 
patterns yielded by the FOF and the NF models such that the 
effect of modeling strategy on content-related relations is high-
lighted. Further, the implementation of the NF model offers 
new insights on the proportions of general and domain-specific 
components within constructs (e.g., by comparing correlations 
among domain-specific components before and after the inclu-
sion of a general, overarching factor).

Practically, examining the interplay of social and dimen-
sional comparisons on the formation of the two TA facets 
worry and emotionality is of interest given TA’s undesirabil-
ity. Achievement feedback to students (e.g., in the form of 
school grades) is a common occurrence in daily school life. 
Thus, achievement-based comparison processes within- and 
across domains could be of interest in applied educational 
contexts where raising student, teacher or parent awareness 
for dimensional comparisons might buffer their detrimental 
impact (i.e., students performing lower in subject A than 
in another subject B might develop higher TA in subject A 

if they make dimensional comparisons). Wolff and Möller 
(2021) demonstrated that minimal interventions may lower 
such negative influences of dimensional comparison effects. 
One advantage of combining the NF modeling approach with 
the GI/E framework is the opportunity to evaluate achieve-
ment-TA associations more precisely with regard to general 
or domain-specific manifestations. Similarly, in an applied 
setting, TA interventions could be evaluated with regard to 
their effectiveness concerning general or domain-specific TA.

To conclude, the application of NF models to GI/E models 
matches conceptual and methodological considerations and 
offers novel insights on the impact of general TA and ASC 
levels on domain-specific social and dimensional comparisons.
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